
SOME NOTES ON DOING GEOLOGIC FIELD WORK 

While you are doing field work, it is necessary to have a systematic method for 
recorc:ng your data. The fundamental requir:Jment for such a record is that you be able 
to return to it at any time in the future and understand the data you have recorded. It is 
essential, therefore, to be neat, organized, and thorough. The following suggestions have 
been found to be useful. 

Suggestions for taking field notes: 
1) The fundamental rule of taking field notes is: PUT IT IN YOUR NOTES, OR 

FORGET IT (because you will). 
2) It is necessary to be able to reconstruct the location where each observation was 

made. The most convenient way is to give each location at which you make 
observations a STATION NUMBER in your notebook that corresponds to a station 
plotted and labeled on your field map. 

3) After each station number heading in your notebook, write a brief verbal description 
of where the station is located. Use topographic features (hills, stream 
channels, valleys, etc.), man-made features (roads, buildings, etc.) for 
reference. 

On a small project with a small mapped area such as a laboratory 
exercise, this may not seem important. On a large project, however, which 
involves months of mapping over a period of several years, and tens of square 
miles of area or more, it is a critical feature to being able to find the location of a 
particular set of observations; so get in good habits at the beginning. 

4) Take notes in outline format with headings that will help you locate data you need 
later. Indenting helps keep the notes neat and easy to search through for data. The 
outline below is a convenient format. Modify it and use abbreviations to suit 
your needs. 

STATION 13: Bad Day Gulch 150m above confluence with Muddy Creek 
ROCK: Contact between fine grained bluish muds overlain by a 

conglomerate containing 1 - 3 em quartzite pebbles, old boots, coke 
bottles, and assorted bedsprings in a matrix of quartz sand and yukkie 
organic material. 

BEPDING: 036;54SE measured directly on laminations in the mud 
022;44SE measured by sighting across stream valley on 

stratification in conglomerate 
JOINTS: measured in consolidated sandy units in the mud 

345;86NE 
065;75NW 
030;61 SE {bedding plane partings?) 

COMMENTS: Contact between the muds and the conglomerate appears to 
be an unconformity. Morphology of the fossil coke bottles indicates 
congl. no older than 35 yrs. B.P. 

INTERPRETATION: Etc., etc.; see discussion below 

5) It is important to keep your record of data separate from interpretations, 
hypotheses, speculations, etc. These latter products of your mental gyrations 
are important to record, however, and can be included under the heading 
"Interpretation". THINKING AS YOU GO IS ESSENTIAL TO EFFICIENT 
FIELD WORK. 

The time to dream up explanations is when you are in the f1eld and can 
check out the predicted cor>sGc:uer,ces. To record your hypothese~ as you go will 



keep your thinking sharp and will encourage you to think of the testable 
consequences of your ideas. 

6) Do not hesitate to draw sketches in your notebook of features you see in the field. For 
each sketch, however, INCLUDE THE ORIENTATION OF THE Sr<ETCH AND AN 
APPROXIMATE SCALE TO SHOW THE SIZE OF THE FEATURE ILLUSTRATED. Label 
items in the sketch so you can tell what you were trying to draw when you refer 
back to your notes. 

Notes on making a field map: 
1) Locate all stations on the map with a dot, write the station number in lUD.O.Il numbers 

beside the dot, and circle the number. Some people like to put a pin hole in the 
map, circle the hole on the reverse side and write the station number on the 
back. This requires flipping the map back and forth, however, and makes it 
more difficult to find the stations back later. On the other hand, it decreases 
clutter on the front of the map. 

2) Plot attitudes of measured features on the map at the point where they were 
measured. It helps interpretation if you can plot at least some of the 
measurements in the field as you go. 

3) PLOT CONTACTS ON THE MAP AS YOU ARE TRACING THEM. Do not wait until 
you have walked several hundred meters and then sit down and try to remember 
exactly where a contact went. You will find that you do not know exactly, and you 
will end up fudging and making mistakes. The time to realize that you doni know 
exactly where the contact is, is when you can look and see where it is. DO IT 
WHILE YOU CAN (where geologists always do it: ON THE OUTCROP). 

4) In areas of relatively poor exposure, it is convenient to plot outcrops on the map 
with a letter symbol or a color-coded dot indicating the rock type. You should do 
this for every such outcrop even if there is no specific station number associated 
with the outcrop. 

5) When mapping contacts, use the following symbols: 
solid lines where the contact is definite or located to within the distance 

represented on the map by the width of a pencil line (you should 
determine and remember how far this is for any map you are working on) 

long dashed lines where the contact is not exposed but its location is closely 
limited (within about ±1 0 times the distance represented by the width of 
a pencil line). 

short dashed lines where the contact is known but poorly located 
dotted line where the contact is projected but is covered by alluvium. 
Using this system in the field will force you to evaluate your mapping as you go, 

which is better than having to fudge it after you get home. 
6) Where it is necessary to ex1rapolate contacts through covered areas, pay attention to 

the rule of v's. 
7) Label the units on your map as you find them. Some people like to use colors, others 

use letter symbols. Be sure you have a key in the margin of your map so that 
you can tell what your symbols mean when you forget. The standard convention 
for letter symbols is: First letter(s) in capital(s) indicates the geologic era, 
period or epoch; the following letters in lower case abbreviate the name of the 
formation. Thus Tgp would indicate the Tertiary Grizzly Peak formation. 



Notebook Etiquette 

In industry, your field notebook is property of 
your employer. A field notebook may be 
considered a legal document. You must 
document your findings in a complete, orderly, 
and legible manner. Years or decades later, 
you or another person must be able to follow 
your 'footsteps' through a day of fieldwork, 
with only field notebook and map in hand. 

Requirements for any geologic field notebook 

At the top of each page 
Page number, location of fieldwork, name of 
partner(s). 

Beginning: of each day 
Location of field site, date and day, arrival 
and departure. times, weather, mood, special 
events, hazard assessment, magnetic 
declination, objectives for the day. 

At each outcrop 
Outcrop location indicated on map, outcrop 
location (descriptive sentence, UTM, or 
latitude and longitude), observations at 
outcrop, lithology, structure, field sketch with 
scale and orientation, interpretations and 
hypotheses must be kept separate from data. 
Specify type of measurement (i.e. plane, line) 
and attitude (strike/dip or plunge/bearing). 
PLOT MEASUREMENTS ON MAP IN FIELD 
and PLACE COMPASS IN CASE after each 
measurement. 

When appropriate 
Photograph of the outcrop with interpretive 
sketch in notebook, oriented sample collection 
with orientation sketch in notebook. All 
sketches must have scales and orientations. 

Models 
A successful field geologist creates models and 
constantly modifies them. Create a model or 
several models initially. Throughout the day, 
comment in field book on the model and 
modify when required. 

End of Day 
Summary of daily work, process and interpret 
data, suggest areas of difficulty, plan the 
objectives for the next field day. 
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LITHOLOGY 
siliciclastic sediments carbon:;t~: other: 

0 clay. 
mudstone 

[1} lithiC sst 
{litharenite) ~limestone I&] chert 

' 
~shale ~ greywacke §dolomite' EJ peat 

tfj marl [2 clayey sst gfj3 sandy 1st ~brown coal 
(lignite) 

~siltstone ~ calcareous sst 
symbols to add· 

1111 hard coal <:? intraclast 
[J sandstone rn a!\ernal!ng suata e OOid I halite {undiff) sst/shale ® oncol1te/p1SOI1te 
EiJ quartz ~ pebble-supported >2 mm d1am 

~ 
gypsum-

arerute conglomerate pelo1d . anhydrite 
f.j] fe!dspath!C ~ matnx-supponed £1, fossils (und1lf ) 

sst (arkose) conglomerate for spec1fic 
symbols see below 

18] volcaniclastiC 
sed1ment 

SEDIMENTARY STRUCTURES 

\../"flute cast _ .parallel 
--1am1nat10n 

~ wave-npple 
~lammaHon 

.JlJl!t.___ stromatolites 

-[-groove cast .t.l"-4.u...cross- -.·.·::.normal l raded 
..LL.4 lammauon "'"'"'"'"' g 
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....-v"V""shnnkage /////// cross-bedd1ng ~ slump structures 
cracks "''-''~-herring-bone convolute 

/?stnat1ons/ cross-bedd1ng ~bedd1ng •' •' hnea\10ns ~-low angle 

.........§... sym,metrical...::>c Haser beddmg 0 0 nodules 
nppes 

a asymmetrical "?:-~lentiCular 
=ripples ~%:beddmg 

fi-r stylolites 

FOSSILS 

(}; foSsils V brachiOpods ~ echmoids 
(undifferentiated) l1 bryozoan r1 gastropods 

@)fossils- broken 

0 coral-

f graptolites 
@ ammonoids sol1tary 

) slight }bio-
turba 

}ff mtense tlon 

bed contacts: 

--sharp. planar 

-.....-....-sharp, 1rregular 

----·gradational 

palaeocurrents 

/ az1muth 

/ !rend 

}% algae 

0 plant fragments 

~fOOlS 

f}- burrows 
d belemnites £0 coral- /,\ stromatoporoid 

compound devise others 
~ bivalves ~ crinOidS ~ trilobite when needed 

Fig. 22 SymbOls for lithology, sedimentary structures and fossils for usc in agraphic log. 
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